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OUR CLIENTS 
 
 

You must learn to acquire them systematically and above all make sure 

that they constantly come back to you. Increasing the average receipt from 

time to time 

REQUEST REVIEWS 
Send   an email or  text message after  appointments to ask 

The text to be  sent could be something of the REQUEST REVIEWS 

 
Send an email or text  message  after  appointments to ask for reviews, which are  

really effective when they are published on the  internet.  

Here's  how  to get around. 

 Reviews are a fantastic  way to instill confidence in the people who search 

for you online. 

Google loves reviews and sees  them as  a  way to tell if you're a high-quality 

local business.  The more  positive reviews you have, the   higher you'll appear 

in  Google Maps  recommendations, when someone searches for hairdressers 

in your area.  

 However, it is true that  reviews  almost never come  spontaneously. 

First of all, it    must be said that  even if  your customers love their new haircut, 

they  are normally  quite lazy and often do not  realize  the importance of  

testimonials for you. 

A great way  to  overcome this  obstacle is  to send an email or  text  message  

via Whatsapp (you can automate it  with your booking software  or  simply do 

it manually, given  that a copy-paste is sufficient)  after an appointment.  Or  

loyal customers can ask for  the evaluation while waiting, perhaps 

accompanied by  an herbal tea or a coffee.  They are unlikely to say no. 

 

The text to be  sent could be something like: 

"Hello Maria!  It was great to have you with us this week.  Hope you enjoy  your 

new style! 

I have a favor to ask you: 

 Would you mind leaving me a quick  review?    Testimonials  are an important 

way to  grow my business and I'd love to receive your recommendation.   

You can review me on Google by clicking here. 

As always,  for any information, call me at 123-456-789." 
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ENGAGE A SOCIAL INFLUENCER 

 
This practice is too underestimated. 

Perhaps because as soon as we talk about Influencers on Instagram and 

other social networks we  think of world stars with millions of followers. 

In reality, you  need  a very different figure. 

Surely you have noticed the boom in Influencer marketing in recent years.  Large 

brands (but also small businesses) are increasingly turning to  these figures to 

make their  offers known. 

This partly replaces  traditional methods  of advertising. 

For you the best influencer marketing  strategy is to work with local  micro 

influencers. They are people who live nearby and have a following of 3,000 to 

30,000 actively involved followers  . 

It is one of themost effective marketi ng ideas for hairdressers who offer 

remarkable results through their service. All it takes is for the right influencer 

to post  an image of the result of a transformative hair color from your salon to 

make the phone ring for days. 

Where to find the influencer who is right for you and who is willing to push your 

service? 

And here comes the beauty. 

Almost certainly if you review the list of customers of your salon you will 

notice that you  already know some of them  . 

Try working withgold  and  grant some incentive to promote and mention 

your salon.  Maybe let you try the latest news for free. 

Since they are already your customers, they will be authentic and their 

followers are very relevant to  your business. 
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INFORM ABOUT THE PRODUCTS YOU USE 

 
  Always inform  your customers about what products you are using in order to  

increase the retail  sales of the salon.   

 
 

Compared   to any other store you have a  huge advantage in selling  a product.   

You have already successfully used   it together with the client. 

Retail products often provide a good margin and do not take much additional 

staff time to sell.  So   retail is an important activity  for any salon. 

However, it is common for hairdressers and beauticians   not to  feel   

comfortable with direct  sales.   At  the same time, salon customers  place great 

value on  being advised on the right products to take home as part of their 

service. 

So there is clearly a disconnect here.  A disconnection that costs   your salon 

money. 

Even if  your        staff doesn't feel comfortable with selling, a  simple marketing 

activity you can install as a good habit today is to train  your  Your staff to 

(at least) always  tell their customers which product they are using 

during the service. 

    This way you will  significantly increase the  chances that  your customer 

will buy the  product to take home at the end  of their appointment.  

  The ideal is  that the   treatment  is reported at the  cash desk and the  person 

issuing the receipt exposes a clear sales proposal.  

Try this strategy immediately.  You will be  speechless. 
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 PROMO "BRING A FRIEND" 

 
This is one of the most effective techniques...  But practically no one uses it. 

 
 

It is about exercising control over word of mouth, the most effective form of 

advertising that has ever existed (and  will never exist). 

The best type of new customer you can get is someone who has been recommended  

your   salon to by someone who has already bought  your services. 

When people try a new salon because it was recommended to them by a friend, 

they are more likely to become loyal customers after their first visit. 

Of course, your customers will definitely recommend your salon to friends and 

family if they are doing well. 

 But now  is the time to go   one step further. 

You'll see droves of new customers coming... and the old ones come back 

more often.  What? 

Simple: make word of mouth "official" and profitable. 

Create cards printed with an official invitation. You deliver them to your 

current customers. All they have to do is write their name on it and give it 

to an acquaintance convincing him to come to you. When the  new 

customer shows up, they will give you the card to get a small gift. Remember 

to also mark the name of the person who provided the reference. At 

the next appointment, your old loyal customer will also  be entitled to a gift 

or discount. 

To make things even more interesting, you can create a points card and 

each(for example) 5 friends brought you receive an even more important gift.  

In short, invent something  fun and really tempting. 

Consider card printing and freebies as the costs of acquiring new 

customers. This is definitely the best money invested in your business.  There 

is nothing  more useful that you can buy. 

Remember to ALWAYS deliver "Refer a Friend"  cards to all  your customers. 

So it will be like having a bevy of salespeople working tirelessly for you , 

constantly bringing you  new customers. 

The beauty is that the reward for their commitment... They will spend it 

in your store.  All happy and double gain for you. 
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START A LOYALTY PROGRAM 

 
Getting new customers is important.  However,  most   of  the salon's  profits 

should always come from existing, loyal  customers. 

 Constantly   attracting  new customers always costs more than   existing  ones. 

What are you  doing today to reward those who are faithful to you?  

Having the right incentive in place for  your salon customers  to stay loyal can 

save you a lot of time and (unexpectedly) money. 

   It's extremely simple to run a loyalty program if you have the right salon 

software. 

In any case, the most powerful aspect of the  strategies  you find collected in 

this eBook is the speed of implementation.   That is: implementing    

strategies instantly is the aspect that will grow   your business. 

So if you  do not have   a management  software, immediately print  your  

business card on the back of which you have drawn a table to fill  with your 

stamp and signature.   To be filled in as  the customer spends an appointment 

at  your premises.  Once you have completed the card you will be entitled to a   

free service or a gift product.  

 
 

To recap: start  rewarding  your loyal customers NOW. 

Make explicit the fact that the more  times they  come to you, the  more benefits they 
will receive.  
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MAKE THE  NEW APPOINTMENT DURING THE SESSION 

 
"When is a good time for the next date?" 

This is a simple question to ask that has an immediate impact on your salon  

business  .  Unfortunately, we often  forget to ask it. 

 
 

Instead take it as a work  routine.  Always do it. 

If you install the habit of rebooking your customers for their  next visit during 

their appointment, you will improve the  frequency of your customers' visit 

and reduce the risk that they will book with someone else next  time. 

 It's that simple. 

The worst that can happen is a "I'll call you and let you know". Instead, focus 

on the vast majority of people you will be able to put on the calendar without 

any effort and at 0 cost. In addition to helpingyou organize your work in the  

medium to long term. 

This is probably the simplest marketing tactic on this list, but it's so important. 

This type of work should at least be started by the staff in the salon, during 

treatment. At the time of issuing the receipt it is therefore only a matter of 

agreeing with the customer the exact day and time in which the  next work must  

be performed. 

Inform   the staff and receptionist   (  i.e.  cashier) that they should always 

invite them to leave new bookings during the checkout phase (if not 

earlier).  

Remember regularly to follow this procedure, so that it is never forgotten 

again . 
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 ALWAYS  OFFER  GIFT CARDS 

 
 Gift cards are  an effective way to  generate additional revenue and are 

great to promote as part of seasonal   promotions.  

 More importantly,     Gift Cards are an effective tool for attracting new 

customers as  they  also function as "invitations" into your salon from  loyal  

customers. their loved ones. 

 These are  services that the customer pays in advance and   can give to 

friends and relatives.   To make  this purchase tangible,  give the customer a 

nice card (perhaps card  size) that can easily be delivered and stored. 

 Professional  and elegant card printing.  Something that physically conveys the 

great value they  contain.  It also indicates  all  the ways in  which  you  can 

make an appointment. 

 Make sure you always have them  available for  sale and  train  your staff to 

propose and promote them.  

   Create  Gift Cards associated with specific services or packages. 

Tip: Do not set up more than two cards during the same period. For example, 

one of 50 euros (which you could call Silver) and one of 100 euros (named 

Gold).  Each corresponding to a specific package. 

Leave a  nice sign in a prominent position.  At any time your  customers must 

be able to buy one of your Gift Cards to  give. 

  It is not   a bad idea to set expiration dates  beyond which you can no  longer 

use these  cards.  It is only  an incentive to  actually consume the gift to those 

who receive  it.  
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START COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER LOCAL BUSINESSES 

 
 You're not  the only entrepreneur in your area. 

There are so many people, just like you, who are trying to grow their business. 

Take a stroll through your salon area and see what other shops  there are. 

Talk to them. 

You will surely find other local, non-competitive businesses thatare interested in 

partnerships with you that can benefit both  parties. 

In fact, when choosing the location of   your salon, an important consideration  

should be the opportunity for local  partnerships. 

You can organize joint promotions (for example you could offer a  free 

coffee at the café next door with your service) and these in turn offer their 

visitors a discount on your services. 

The partnership must be mutually     beneficial  or it will fail. 

 
 

The nice thing about collaborations is that they represent a cost (of 

customer acquisition) only when the sale has already taken 

place. 

If, for example, you create personalized slips to leave at the bar next to your 

salon where you offer a free shampoo to those who come to get the style by 

you, you will face the cost of the treatment given away only after the customer 

has made the firstor purchase.  You pay for the "advertising" after the sale is 

executed. 

Ditto you could do the same with your business partner. The perception is that 

customers THANKS TO YOU can get discounts and gifts in other stores ...  that 

otherwise they could not have.  So being your customer is even  more 

convenient. 
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CREATE OFFERS IN THE  FORM OF PACKAGES 

 
Packages are a set of services and products that share a specific theme. 

These are not necessarily promotions or discounts. Simply all the elementsof 

a package "work" together to achieve a certain goal. 

 
 

Obviously a discount or a gift makes the package more interesting in the 

eyes of an average buyer, but as mentioned it is not always necessary. In 

fact, the  advantage for the customer already consists  in  the "all in one".   

Here are some examples of effective packages to offer   that can help you  

manage  purchases and maximize profits. 

Remember that you are the industry expert. You have to advise customers 

on which  treatments are best and which products should accompany them.  

Packages are an amazing tool to accomplish this. 

There is a big difference between offering an attractive package versus 

discounting a service. Too manyor often salons only run discounted 

promotions. Moreover, this is applied on the main services, such as "get a 15% 

discount on your next haircut". Try to avoid it. The discount of the main 

services undermines the normal price list. 

Instead of just giving one    a  discount, give more  value. 

You should keep your list prices on your main service and add the 

related secondary services (or products) that together form a 

package. 

People value experiential rewards more than monetary rewards.   And that 

doesn't  undermine your normal price  list. 

Let's say  you're a hairdresser or hairdressing manager and want to  create a 

promotion with the goal  of attracting new customers to your salon. 

To attract new customers, you definitely need a special offer that is very 

interesting for your audience and that allows you to get exactly the result you 

want.  It must be irresistible. 

The customer must think: "I absolutely have to have it or I miss a great 

opportunity!" 

You don't have to be afraid to give a little more... When your goal is to get a 

new customer with the offer.  Customer who will come back to you in the future  

again  and again. 
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How do I create a good Package? 

Start by selecting one of yourmost desirable main services. A service that 

would be very attractive for the type of customers you want in your salon.  Let's 

say for example that you choose the hair  coloring service. 

Next you should think about what other side services you have on your 

menu that would be attractive to a person buying your color service.  Try 

to identify a couple of services that you can run at the same time as 

your main service. In this way the discounted or free addition will  not have 

many costs. 

It's important that additional products and services further enhance the core 

service you're promoting. This could for example be a   coloringand  eyebrow 

service and a post color  treatment. 

You can also (and highly recommended) include a retail product as part of your 

offering. The customer is now in "purchase mode" for a coloring service , so 

don't confuse ideas with some unrelated additions  they might  not even want. 

Your "Color Pack" could then be a coloring service for 200 euros. Very? Consider 

that together you get a free service for eyebrows (value 40 euros), a post color 

care treatment (value 30 euros) and  a product to be used at home to protect 

the color (value 30 euros).  

So he actually pays 200 euros, but gets back a value of 100 euros. 

If you are then able to perform the eyebrow service during the color laying time 

and care treatment in justa few minutes more when the customer is already in 

the chair, then your actual cost to the value of $ 100 will be very low indeed. 

How does it look to you? A 50% discount received for the customer at a cost that could 

easily be  10% for you.  Not bad, right? 

So you also keep the prices of your main services and you   will have happy 

clientele who has just received great value for money. 

 
 

It's time to get creative. Try different services and product combinations to see 

what works best. 

Remember that Packages work when all the parts that compose them work 

towards a common goal or are identified by the same theme. 

 Here are some ideas  to create  your own custom packages.  
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>> Lunch Break Package  

Create and promote a package whose total duration of the services 

that compose it  is 30-45 minutes. 

Something convenient and simple that anyone can enjoy during their lunch 

break  in a day's work.   

Print coupons or flyers and approach local   businesses in your area to market 

your new spa plan that can provide the forcewith effective stress  relief. 

Remember: the key point of this offer is speed. You have to be impeccable. 

Guarantee a moment of relaxation in the hustle and bustle of a working 

day.  So no delays or other worries   . 

The interesting side of the coin? Since it is a service that requires speed and 

accuracy at the same time, I do nothesitate to place it and a higher price than 

usual. This will guarantee you the right amount of customers (ie not too many, 

which you would not be able to manage adequately) with an excellent  

collection. 

This is an ideal solution if your salon is fully booked but you are not yet 

making enough profits. 

When you have created a good clientele for the salon, you need to focus on 

increasing the amount each  client spends during  their visit. 

And a great way to  do this is to add "express services" to your menu. 

 
 

>> Specific  hair  package 

Put inside a nice promo in the form of a Package, everything you need for the 

well-being  of  a particular type of hair. 

Something like the "Red Hair Pack", the "Pablonde", the "Curly Pack",  etc. 

Invent something  interesting, give it a proper name and put in the package 

everything that you think can be used to achieve an exceptional result. 

 
 

 
>> Seasonal packages 

The anniversaries give you the opportunity to propose themed 

packages.  Some moments could be: 

 
• Valentine's Day (example: shampoo +  fold + gift)  
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• Mother's Day (example: treatment for mother and daughter with 

relaxing moment ) 

•  Father's Day  (example: beard treatment and  related  products) 

• Wedding season (example: service dedicated to guests, who must 

attend weddings ) 

• Summer (example: short cut and skin  products  ) 

• Back to school (example: special discount for customers under 16) 

• Halloween (example: coloring with particular colors ) 

•  Christmas time  (do you really need  examples?  ;) ) 

 
 

Seasonal packages have the great advantage of being by definition limited 

time. This will create a sense of urgency in the audience. To emphasize the 

effect, you can decide to set a limited number of Packages. In that case it is 

not a bad idea to offer them at very high prices.
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